Adobe Photoshop
Now you can use Photoshop anywhere, anytime.

Adobe Photoshop is the world’s best imaging and graphic design software, allowing unlimited
creativity for professionals across devices. Now anyone can create anything they imagine,
anywhere inspiration strikes. If you can think it, you can make it with Photoshop.
Benefits
Limitless creativity
•C
 reate anything you can imagine with unparalleled power: photography, graphic design, compositing,
drawing, and painting.
• Uncompromised precision of pixel-perfect creation and editing.
• Adobe Sensei AI machine learning capabilities—so you can get your work done faster.
• Powerful quintessential features, like one-click select subject, unlimited layers, content-aware fill,
adjustment layers, selections and masks, and live blend modes.
Work anywhere
•P
 hotoshop on the iPad: Photoshop is now more than just a desktop application, seamlessly allowing access
to PSD files across devices, starting with the iPad.
• F ind your work at your fingertips: Access your cloud documents straight from the home screen in Photoshop.
•W
 ork on the same image on iPad or desktop without importing: Instead of syncing desktop files, just connect
to the internet and pick up where you left off, allowing you to work on the same file on desktop and mobile
directly from the home screen.
•Y
 our work is safe: Photoshop automatically saves your content and stores it in the cloud. Whether you
continue to subscribe to our services, you will always have access to it.
•D
 esign when you’re offline: Work on cloud documents even if you're not connected to the network with
automatic syncing when you're online again.
•P
 art of Adobe Creative Cloud storage: Cloud documents, like libraries and synced files, are part of Creative
Cloud services included with your membership and count toward your Creative Cloud storage allocation.
•A
 dobe Fresco compatibility: Photoshop desktop files are available in Fresco directly from the home screen.

More new features
•N
 ew Object Selection tool: The new Object Selection Tool automates quick selections. Just define a region,
and Photoshop does the rest.
• Improvements to presets: Now easier and more intuitive to use, presets are also better organized.
Explore new gradients, swatches, patterns, layer styles, and shapes effortlessly.
Learn more at: www.adobe.com/photoshop
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